
 

 

A "MUST" READ for Current VCarve Pro Users 

10/13/19 

Howdy,  

Vectric has just released an UP-GRADE to VCarve Pro (new Version is 10) 

rather than the previous UP-DATEs to their existing VCarve v 9.5.  The UP-

GRADE can be viewed in the same light as when Windows went from 

version 7 to version 10. 

A lot of the same features in V10 are as they were in V9.5 and they work 

"pretty much" the same.  There are also several new features in V10 that 

you may or may not ever use. 

However the potential headaches of trying to maintain two versions of 

VCarve is not something the Club wants to entertain and so a decision has 

been made to require everyone to download the new Version 10 of the 

VCarve Software.  

 The new v10 is now available for download.  A new description of the 

steps to take is currently on the Club Web page under Classes and 

Training, and then under VCarve and CNC Notes. 

As with most software, it is upward compatible but not so in the downward 

direction.  Therefore, if one continues to use the current version of V9.5 

and brings a project into the Club from V9.5 and then makes ANY change 

to that program it will not work when it is brought back to a v9.5 version. of 

software. 

All of the Club computers in the Library will migrate to v10 on Wednesday 

morning, 10/16/19. 

It is possible a few functions in V10 may not work as they did in V9.5.  If 

you should come across such features that you need please let me know 



(tzibike@gmail.com or 708-380-5232) and I will try and get you the 

information you need to resolve your dilemma. 

"Good Hunting" with V10.  I suspect there are a number of YouTube 

videos/tutorials available and you might want to look at one or two. 

"Thanks!" 

So-long for now,,,,,,,,,,,, 

Terry Z. 

 

 

 


